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DOPE CALYPSO RIDER 
 
Dear Organiser! 
 
Thank you very much for having Dope Calypso at your event.  
We collected important information in this document in order to run a smooth show.  
 
Don’t worry if you can’t exactly meet what is included in this rider, we once played a show 
at a venue where originally were no PA, so we are an easy to work with band.  

The only thing is that please make sure that we have all the info necessary!  
 
We also highlighted some of the things in this document with yellow. These are things 
which are required to double-check with the band before the show.  
 
Please don’t hesitate to contact us in if you have any questions! 

Thank you again and see you soon! 
 

CONTACT 
 
László Kelemen (manager - yes, also plays in the band, no worries) 
+36 30 469 6206 
laszlo@dopecalypso.com 
 

 

BAND INFO: 

http://www.dopecalypso.com 
http://www.facebook.com/dopecalypso 
Press info (including pictures, etc.) 

Band members: 

Aron ’Vasaló’ Szabó – drums 
László Kelemen – guitar, vocals 
Miklós Sarkadi – guitar, lead vocals 
Tamas ‘Tonyo” Szabo - keyboards, vocals 

 
 

 

BACKLINE: 
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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1krZOyfXQ2Z774xDcnqtLPt1wG-BFfP0N
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Band’s own gear: 

● 1 Fender Super Six full stack guitar amp(100W, 6*10” speakers) 
● Weed Deluxe guitar amp + cabinet (30W, 1*12” speakers) 
● Supreme vintage guitar amp (30W, 4*12” speaker) 
● Vermona keyboard (no lineout) 
● Drums (20” kick, 1 tom-tom, 1 floor Tom-tom, snaredrum, Hi-Hat, kick drum pedal, 

crash, ride and stands) 
● Drum seat 
● Vocal effects: chorus and reverb (we bring our own effect processors) 

Input list: 

● 3 vocal microphones  
● 3 microphone stands 
● min 4 sound monitors 
● min. 3 microphones for the amps (no line out provided) 
● 3 power distributor at the front monitors, for the guitar effects + organ 
● 1 power distributor at the drummer’s monitor 
● 1 microphone for the snare drum 
● 1 microphone for the kick drum  
● 1 microphone for the toms  
● 1 microphone for the Hi-Hats (optional at smaller stages) 
● 2 overhead microphone (optional at smaller stages) 

 

Stage plan: 

HOSPITALITY RIDER 
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Travel party 
Please always contact the management to double-check the number of travel party. 

At least 4 musicians + 1 sound eng. 
Ocasionally  + 1 photographer + 1 merch/tour manager 
 

Merch 
Please double-check before the event, whether we’ll have merch with us.  
 
Please provide a place in the venue where we can sell merch, so a table (1 x 2,5m), a 
power outlet and some lights are highly appreciated. 

Pass & guest list 

Please provide backstage access pass for the band and travel party & 4 VIP guests, and 
a guestlist of 10 people in total. 

Accommodation 
Please also check this with the management before the show. 

Hotel is preferred, but staying with friends of the house is fully okay. We also accept 
youth hostels or Home Stay Accommodation (“Chez l’habitant”) in case the place is clean 
and comfortable. Don’t worry about this, we are really flexible, just talk to the managment!  

Catering 
We have 1 vegetarian (Vasaló the drummer) and 1 lactose intolerant (Miklós the singer 
and guitarist) in the band everyone else is normal and healthy :)   

Dinner 

One hot dinner on the evening of the show for the travel party or buy-outs (20 eur / 
person). The band appreciates local food and home cooking! 

We are okay with backstage catering: 
- water (with and without gas), 2 bottle of wine (red and white), some beers and some 
sandwiches. Thank you! 

If you love us and want to be super nice with backstage catering:  
- Cheese and cooked meat platter or sandwiches 
- Fresh bread 
- Some fruits 
- 3-4 bottle of quality red/white wine 
- 12 bottles (0,5l) of mineral water (with and without gas)  
- Cofee / Tea 
- 3 liters of juices (multivitamin, ananas, apple) 
- 16 bottles of beer 

You are amazing, thank you so much! 
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